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ABSTRACT: Below band gap formation of solvated electrons in neutral water clusters using
pump−probe photoelectron imaging is compared with recent data for liquid water and with
above band gap excitation studies in liquid and clusters. Similar relaxation times on the order of
200 fs and 1−2 ps are retrieved for below and above band gap excitation, in both clusters and
liquid. The independence of the relaxation times from the generation process indicates that
these times are dominated by the solvent response, which is significantly slower than the various
solvated electron formation processes. The analysis of the temporal evolution of the vertical
electron binding energy and the electron binding energy at half-maximum suggests a
dependence of the solvation time on the binding energy.

■ INTRODUCTION

Solvated electrons in molecular liquids, especially water, have
sparked broad interest because of their widespread occurrence
and their intriguing fundamental properties. Numerous
experimental and theoretical studies have provided insights
into the electronic properties, the generation mechanism, and
the relaxation dynamics of solvated electrons in liquid water,
amorphous ice, anionic water clusters, neutral water clusters,
and sodium-doped water clusters1−48 (and references therein).
A series of comparable, femtosecond time-resolved photo-

electron studies on liquid water and neutral water clusters49−51

has now opened up the possibility to address two aspects in
greater detail: (i) similarities and differences of the relaxation
dynamics after below versus above band gap generation of the
hydrated electron and (ii) similarities and differences of the
relaxation dynamics in two different aqueous environments,
i.e., liquid water versus neutral water clusters. The formation of
hydrated electrons by irradiation with photons has been
observed down to the absorption edge of water at ∼6
eV37−39,52 (and references therein), far below the bottom of
the conduction band.53−56 Different mechanisms have been
suggested for the below band gap formation of solvated
electrons, involving very fast (<10 fs) water dissociation and
proton and electron transfer processes (“hot H atom
mechanism”, “proton-coupled electron transfer”, “consecutive
proton transfer, electron transfer process”, “electron transfer to
preexisting sites”; see refs 37−39 and 52 and references
therein). These ultrafast processes are followed by slower
solvent rearrangement (fs to ps time scales) and slow geminate
recombination37,40,47,57−59 (and references therein). Irradia-

tion with photon energies above the band gap, by contrast,
produces delocalized, quasi-free conduction band electrons by
the ionization of water. These conduction band electrons relax
rapidly toward the bottom of the conduction band by fast
energy dissipation through electron scattering on time scales of
several 10 fs.15,31,60−63 Localization from the bottom of the
conduction band to interband trapped states likely takes place
on time scales faster than ∼100 fs,15,25,30,34 followed by slower
solvent rearrangement and geminate recombination.
The present time-resolved photoelectron imaging study

addresses the question of whether the formation of solvated
electrons by below band gap excitation is also feasible in
neutral water clusters, as previously observed in liquid
water38,50 (and references therein). The relaxation dynamics
after one-photon excitation at 7.8 eV photon energy is probed
and compared with a recent pump−probe study for liquid
water using an excitation energy of 7.7 eV.50 At these excitation
energies, it is assumed that solvated electron formation follows
absorption into a localized 11B1 excited state of water. The
results for below band gap excitation are compared with
previous above band gap excitation photoelectron studies for
the liquid and clusters.49−51
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■ METHODS
The velocity map imaging (VMI) photoelectron spectrometer
used in this work is described in refs 36, 49, 64, and 65 and the
Supporting Information (SI). Neutral water clusters consisting
of ∼500 water molecules (r ∼ 1.5 nm, see refs 64 and 66 for
cluster size determination) are generated in supersonic
expansions. Femtosecond (fs) laser pulses of 7.8 eV photon
energy (pump) from high harmonic generation (HHG) are
used to generate solvated electrons by below band gap
excitation in water clusters. The relaxation dynamics are
probed with a femtosecond probe pulse of 4.7 eV photon
energy by varying the pump−probe time delay t. Time-
resolved electron binding energy spectra (eBE) and photo-
electron angular distributions (PADs, β-parameters eq S1, SI)
are retrieved from the recorded time-dependent photoelectron
images (SI). The instrument response function (IRF)
determined from (1 + 1’) nonresonant ionization of Xe is
150 ± 35 fs.

■ RESULTS
Figure 1a shows time-resolved photoelectron spectra (TRPES)
recorded with a 4.7 eV probe pulse following below band gap

excitation at 7.8 eV pump energy. Within the first picosecond,
the eBE spectrum changes rapidly and approaches an
asymptote at longer times, accompanied by a decrease in the
overall signal intensity. The observed spectral signature is
characteristic of hydrated electron relaxation dynamics, where
the fully relaxed hydrated electron in its ground state is formed
after ∼2 ps,49−51 followed by depopulation due to geminate
recombination on a much longer time scale.50 This confirms

hydrated electron formation in neutral clusters following below
band gap excitation.
We expect the short-lived signal observed around zero time

delay extending toward maximum eBEs of ∼4.7 eV (toward
zero photoelectron kinetic energy, eKE) to originate either
from the fast dynamics (much faster than our IRF) of the
background water vapor67 or the impulsive (1 + 1’) ionization
of water clusters. To subtract these spectral components, we
performed a Global Lifetime Analysis (GLA) of our
data.18,68,69 GLA assumes a number of time-independent
spectra and assigns them a corresponding exponentially
decaying population. The spectral profiles and the decay
dynamics are then fit to the experimental data. This technique
has recently been applied by Hara et al.69 to model detailed
kinetics following conduction-band excitation of methanol.
Since the relaxation dynamics are faster in water than in
methanol,50,69,70 much better time resolution than that
currently available and excellent signal-to-noise levels would
be required to extract similarly detailed kinetic information for
aqueous systems. We thus use here a simple sequential kinetics
model (eq S2, SI) with three exponentially decaying features
and a Gaussian distribution for the IRF to fit the TRPES in
Figure 1a (SI, section S2), similar to the approaches in refs 50
and 69. The best TRPES fit (Figure 1b and Figure S1, middle
panel) corresponds to a Gaussian with a full-width at half-
maximum FWHMIRF = 166 ± 5 fs, consistent with the
experimentally determined IRF of 150 ± 35 fs, and three
exponential decays with lifetimes of τ1

GLA = 221 ± 56 fs, τ2
GLA =

447 ± 100 fs, and τ3
GLA = 17.74 ± 5.55 ps (SI and Figure 2)

with the corresponding Decay Associated Spectra (DAS;

Figure 1. Time-resolved photoelectron spectra (TRPES) of the
hydrated electron in neutral water clusters. (a) Experimental TRPES
measured with a 7.8 eV pump pulse and a 4.7 eV probe pulse
(without subtraction of the impulsive component). (b) Global
Lifetime Analysis (GLA) fit to the TRPES in panel a after subtraction
of the impulsive component at early pump−probe delays (see also
Figure S1).

Figure 2. (a) Experimental (circles) and fitted (full black line) time-
dependent relative photoelectron yield with the contributions from
the corresponding decay associated spectra (DAS, dashed colored
lines). The Gaussian component (cyan dashed-dotted line, FWHMIRF
= 166 ± 5 fs) matches well with the measured instrument response
function. Contributions from DAS1 (blue dashed line, τ1

GLA = 221 ±
56 fs), DAS2 (red dashed, τ2

GLA = 447 ± 100 fs) line, and DAS3 (green
dashed line, τ3

GLA = 17.74 ± 5.55 ps) follow a sequential kinetics
mechanism. (b) The three DAS obtained from the fit (SI, section S2).
DAS1, blue line; DAS2, red line; DAS3, green line.
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Figure 2b). This analysis allows us to subtract the impulsive
component from the TRPES (Figure 1b, see also eBE spectra
in Figures S3 and S4).
Figure 2a shows the time-dependent, relative photoelectron

yield of the hydrated electron (experimental data: circles, GLA
fit: full black line) with the contributions from the
corresponding decay components (dashed colored lines).
The hydrated electron yield decays to ∼45% after 2 ps and
to ∼33% after 5 ps of the yield measured at 200 fs. Within our
uncertainties (±15%), these values are comparable to the
measurements in liquid water of ∼31% and ∼22%,
respectively,50 hinting at similar loss mechanisms in clusters
and liquid, at least for these relatively short pump−probe delay
range. Electron yields recorded at long pump−probe time
delays have previously been used to extract geminate
recombination rates, survival probabilities, and retrieved
electron ejection lengths in the liquid50 (and references
therein). In clusters, it is difficult to obtain reliable
experimental data for long pump−probe delays because of
the generally lower signal-to-noise level.
Experimental time-dependent eBE spectra are shown before

subtraction of the impulsive component in Figure S2 and after
subtraction of the impulsive component in Figure S3. Fitting
these spectra with an exponentially modified Gaussian function
(eq S6 and Figures S2 and S3) allows us to retrieve the time
evolution of the vertical electron binding energy (VBE; most
probable eBE) and the electron binding energy at half-
maximum (HBE; see below). At short time delays <60 fs,
subtraction of the impulsive component is required to obtain
reliable VBEs, while the VBEs at longer time delays are
indistinguishable within our experimental uncertainty regard-
less of whether the impulsive component is subtracted or not
(Figures S2 and S3). The experimental VBEs at time delays
>60 fs are shown in Figure 3a (circles). The VBE shifts from an
initial value of 3.0 to 3.75 eV, which is reached at ∼2 ps and
remains constant afterward. The eBE spectra with a VBE of
3.75 eV recorded after ∼2 ps (Figures S2 and S3) coincide
with those of the relaxed ground state hydrated electron
recorded in clusters and the liquid at a probe energy of 4.7
eV.2,13,31,46,49,71 We have also performed cluster size-depend-
ent studies for average cluster sizes between <n> ∼ 250 and
500 molecules. No cluster size-dependence of the VBE (at ∼2
ps) is observed within the experimental uncertainty (see ref 49
for comparison with water anion and Na-doped water
clusters). In agreement with our previous study using 10.9
eV pump photons,49 we retrieve a β-parameter of ∼0.2 for the
relaxed ground state hydrated electron (after ∼2 ps). After
scattering corrections,31,49,61,64 this corresponds to a genuine
β-parameter in the range of 0.51−0.66. For the present pump
photons of 7.8 eV, no significant time-dependence is observed
for the β-parameter, i.e., the value of β lies around ∼0.2 for all
pump−probe delays. This contrasts with our previous results
using 10.9 eV pump photons, where the initial (t = 0 fs) β-
parameter of ∼0.4 exceeded the ground state value of ∼0.2.49
However, such differences must be viewed with caution given
our relatively high experimental uncertainty of ∼ ±0.15.

■ DISCUSSION
The temporal evolution of the VBE provides data on the
relaxation dynamics following below band gap excitation and
allows us to compare them with data from previous studies. We
find that the time-dependence of the VBEs in Figure 3a (black
circles) is well represented by a biexponential function (black

full line): VBE (t) = a1 exp(−t/τ1VBE) + a2 exp(−t/τ2VBE) +
VBE(t = ∞), with VBE(t = ∞) = 3.8 eV and time constants
τ1
VBE = 220 fs and τ2

VBE = 1.6 ps. These time constants agree
well (see Table 1) with those reported in a recent liquid
microjet study of water by Suzuki and co-workers,50 following
below band gap excitation using a very similar pump energy of
7.7 eV (blue diamonds in Figure 3a). A similarly good
agreement between the relaxation times of clusters and liquid
was also observed at a pump energy of 9.3 eV (Table 1). The
former time scale (τ1

VBE = 220 fs) has been assigned to fast
solvent reorganization and electron localization into a cavity
with size on the order of a few Å, which is further stabilized by
slow solvent reorganization (τ2

VBE = 1.6 ps).8,30,34 Very similar
time scales are also retrieved from the sequential kinetics
model (Figure 2b). The relaxed hydrated electron (DAS3,
green line) is formed in <2 ps, through the transient states
represented by DAS1 (blue line) and DAS2 (red line). The
shorter time constant (τ1

GLA = 221 ± 56 fs) is associated with
the DAS1 evolving into DAS2 with a VBE shift of about 0.7 eV,
consistent with the fast solvent reorganization (τ1

VBE = 220 fs).
The evolution of DAS2 into DAS3 shows only a minor shift in
the VBE (slow solvent reorganization) and significant loss of
signal due to geminate recombination. However, this
comparison is only qualitative since DAS1 and DAS2 only

Figure 3. (a) Time-dependent vertical binding energy (VBEs, black
circles, left abscissa) and binding energy at half-maximum (HBEs, red
triangles, right abscissa) for neutral water clusters recorded at a pump
energy of 7.8 eV. The data are extracted from the TRPES in Figure 1
(see text and SI). The biexponential fit to the VBEs with time
constants τ1

VBE = 220 fs and τ2
VBE = 1.6 ps is shown as the black full

line. The biexponential fit to the HBEs with time constants τ1
HBE = 220

fs and τ2
HBE = 3.3 ps is shown as the red dashed line. Blue diamonds:

time-dependent VBEs for liquid water extracted from Figure 2d of ref
50 recorded at a pump energy of 7.7 eV. (b) VBE at a pump−probe
delay of ∼0 fs (VBE(t ∼ 0 fs), see Table 1) for the liquid from ref50

(blue triangles) and different cluster studies (black circles: this work
and ref.,49 red squares: ref51) as a function of the pump energy hυ.
The gray line is to guide the eye. The horizontal dashed line at ∼3.75
eV indicates the VBE of the relaxed ground state hydrated electron
(ehyd

‑ ) which is reached after ∼2 ps. Note that the different studies use
somewhat different analysis methods and different time resolutions.
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contain information about the average spectrum of all transient
species probed within our IRF.
Considering that τ1

VBE and τ2
VBE are likely dominated by the

response of the solvent (see introduction and ref 15), the
similarity of clusters and liquid does not appear so obvious.
Clusters have greater surface area and are thus structurally less
restricted than the liquid. One would thus expect solvent
rearrangement to be faster in the cluster than in the liquid. The
cluster temperatures are likely lower than those of the liquid,
which would result in the opposite effect on the relaxation
times, i.e., one would expect an increase of the solvent
rearrangement times in the cluster compared with the liquid.
Furthermore, one would expect both effects to be more
pronounced for the slower solvent motions (larger amplitude
reorientation), i.e., more pronounced for τ2

VBE than for τ1
VBE.

This appears to be the case for the data at 7.8 and 9.3 eV (see
Table 1). The slightly higher values of τ2

VBE in the clusters
might imply that the cluster temperature is the dominant
effect. However, such a conclusion remains speculative with
the caveat of the limited comparability of cluster data with the
liquid jet results. Apart from the somewhat different analysis
methods used, τ2

VBE is generally less well constrained by the
cluster data with their lower signal-to-noise and fewer data
points at longer time delays.
The observed independence of τ1

VBE and τ2
VBE on the pump

energy used (see data for the different hυ in Table 1) supports
the conclusions that these time scales are dominated by solvent
response. The generation process will mainly influence the very
fast processes (e.g., electron scattering, localization from the
conduction band into the band gap, the different below band
gap formation mechanisms) taking place on time scales of a
few tens of fs, while the generally slower solvent responses will
at most weakly depend on the generation process. The fast
component of the solvent relaxation would still be expected to
correlate to some extent with electronic deactivation and
localization so that it might come as a surprise to find almost
identical values for τ1

VBE at all different pump energies (Table
1). However, one needs to keep in mind that these values lie
close to the time resolution (on the order of ∼100 fs) of the
studies. To properly access these fast processes, one would
need a significantly better time resolution by about a factor of
∼10. Observable effects of using different excitation energies
are mainly limited to the PADs and VBEs at zero pump−probe
delay (t ∼ 0 fs). As mentioned above, the initial β-parameter
recorded at 10.9 eV appears to be higher (∼0.4) than the one
measured at 7.8 eV (∼0.2). Similarly, the initial VBE (VBE(t ∼
0 fs)) seems to decrease systematically with increasing pump
energy by about 0.7 eV (Figure 3b). At 7.8 eV, VBE(t ∼ 0 fs)
lies ∼0.7 eV below the values for the relaxed ground state of
the hydrated electron (horizontal dashed line at ∼3.75 eV),
while this difference increases to ∼1.4 at 15.5 eV pump energy.

Together with the above information, this suggests that fast
electronic relaxation processes remain largely hidden within
the time resolution. As a result, different pump−probe studies
in Table 1 probe very similar solvation dynamics probably
starting from similar localized initial states in the band gap,
independently of the pump energy.
The temporal evolution of the VBE is a simple

representation of the complex underlying dynamics because
it only probes the dynamics of states that correspond to the
maximum of the eBE spectrum (Figure S2). In Figure 3a, we
also show the time-dependence of the binding energy at half-
maximum (HBE, red triangles) on the rising edge of the eBE
spectrum together with a biexponential fit (red dashed line),
resulting in time constants of τ1

HBE = 220 fs and τ2
HBE = 3.3 ps.

τ2
HBE exceeds τ2

VBE by a factor of 2. The HBE data represents
the temporal evolution of a population with a lower binding
energy compared with the population represented by the VBE
data. This implies a correlation between the binding energy
and the relaxation time. A potential explanation for this
correlation could be that states with lower binding energy
require more time to relax because more extensive solvent
rearrangement is needed to reach the relaxed ground state. To
represent this behavior, we therefore suggest using the HBE in
addition to the VBE. A comparison with previous studies is
currently not possible because the temporal evolution of the
HBE is not available from those studies. Finally, we would like
to highlight another advantage of the HBE when comparing
different studies. Many of the solvated electron photoelectron
studies use ultraviolet probe photons in the range below 5.8
eV; i.e., in a range where the energy dependence of electron
scattering has a pronounced influence on the shape of the
measured binding energy spectra.2,31 Figure 3 in ref 31 shows
that the position of the HBE only shifts by 50 meV when
changing the probe photons from 4.4 to 5.8 eV, while the
position of the VBE shifts by more than 200 meV over the
same probe energy range. The HBE is less affected by the
influence of scattering than the VBE and thus makes
comparisons between studies using different probe wave-
lengths more reliable. We would like to emphasize that for
solvated electrons in water, the preferred method to correct for
such biases arising from electron scattering are detailed
scattering simulations to extract genuine binding energy
spectra.31,61−64,72 However, in most studies, this correction
has not yet been implemented.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the relaxation dynamics of the solvated
electron in neutral water clusters (∼500 molecules) after below
band gap excitation with photons of 7.8 eV using ultrafast
photoelectron imaging. The comparison with a recent liquid
water study at an excitation energy of 7.7 eV50 reveals similar

Table 1. Comparison of the Time Constants τ1
VBE and τ2

VBE for the Solvation of the Hydrated Electron in Water Clusters and
Liquid Water Retrieved from the Time Evolution of the VBEsc

Liquid50 Cluster (this work) Cluster51 Liquid50 Cluster49 Liquid (two-photon)50 Cluster51

hυ [eV] 7.7 7.8 9.3 9.3 10.9 11.0 15.5

τ1
VBE [ps] 0.2 0.2 0.21 0.3 0.2 0.18

τ2
VBE [ps] 1.0 1.6 1.4 0.9 2.0 1.3

VBE(t ∼ 0 fs) [eV] 2.8 3.0 2.5 2.6a 2.6 2.4a 2.2b

aValues estimated from Figure 2e,f in ref 50. bValue estimated from Figure S6c in ref 51. chυ is the pump photon energy. Except for the data at 11
eV, all excitations are single-photon excitations. VBE (t ∼ 0 fs) is the vertical binding energy at a pump-probe delay of ∼0 fs. Note that the different
studies use somewhat different analysis methods and different time resolutions.
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solvation times on the order of ∼200 fs and ∼1−2 ps in the
clusters and the liquid. It has been suggested that at these
excitation energies, hydrated electrons are generated by water
dissociation and proton and electron transfer processes38 after
one-photon absorption to the predominately localized 11B1
excited state in water. The comparison of the below band gap
investigations with previous above band gap photoelectron
studies49−51 shows that the observable relaxation dynamics are
essentially independent of the excitation energy. This is not
surprising considering the time scales accessible in these
experiments (∼100 fs range) that mainly probe the solvent
response, which is largely independent of the generation
process of the solvated electron. A much higher time-
resolution (by at least better than a factor of 10) would be
required to detect excitation energy dependent differences in
the generation process of the solvated electron, arising from
ultrafast processes, such as electron scattering, localization into
the band gap, and different below band gap electron formation
mechanisms. Finally, the different solvation dynamics observed
for the binding energy at half-maximum and the vertical
electron binding energy suggest that states with a lower
electron binding energy correlate with longer solvation times,
potentially because more extensive solvent rearrangement is
required to relax states with lower binding energy.
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